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Steganography techniques have taken a major role in the development in the
field of transferring multimedia contents and communications. Therefore, field
of steganography become interested as the need for security increased
significantly. Steganography is a technique to hide information within cover
media so that this media does not change significantly. Steganography process
in a video is to hide the information from the intruder and prevent him access to
that hidden information. This paper presents the algorithm of steganography in
the video frames (STD@video). The proposed algorithm selected the best
frames to hide the message in video using 3D distance equation to increasing
difficulty onto the intruder to detect and guess the location of the message in the
video frames. As well as selected the best frames in this algorithm increased the
difficulty and give us the best stego-video quality using Structural SIMilarity
(SSIM). Also, the hash function was used to generate random positions to hide
the message in the lines of video frames. The proposed algorithm evaluated
with mean squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and SSIM
measurement. The results were acceptable and shows that is the difficulty of
distinguishing the hidden message in stego-video with the human eye.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of transferring information became very easy and fast with the development of
communication technology. As a result of this development, the world has paid great attention to the information
it considers a major revolution that needs safe ways to transmit it. Accordingly, methods of steganography the
information became extremely important to prevent the discovery of secret information. Steganography is a
subpart of the information security process that hides confidential information in a digital medium [1] and [2],
which makes the attacker difficult to extract information without knowing the algorithm to extract that
information that is sent to the intended recipient [3]. The digital medium includes all known multimedia types
such as video, images, text, and others [4]. One of the most important goals of the process of steganography in
digital media is to make the secret message that is sent over the internet difficult to access by unauthorized
persons. Also, the hiding process also takes place in a manner that does not attract the doubt of any third party
having a secret message and at the same time, it is difficult for him to obtain the contents of the hidden message.
If the doubt is lifted, the goal of that entire process will not be achieved, and the science of steganography
becomes useless [5] and [6].

The message hiding process begins with choosing the appropriate medium as a cover and then included
the bits of the secret message in the digital medium. The most traditional method relied on steganography in
images, but recent research indicates an increased interest in steganography in a video, as the digital video
represents a group of visual images that move in the form of digital data. In addition, the video considers is more
complicated than the image files, and this increases security against attacks, and this is why the process of
steganography the message in the video is an important part of the art of hiding information, which prevents the
detection of the hidden message. Most methods of steganography are done by including secret messages, with
less distortion in the digital medium [7]-[11]. Therefore, to maintain the quality of the digital medium, it will
provide limited security capability for any limited medium. Also, by considering the use of a method to
successfully detect the hidden message in the digital medium by the recipient.

For all these and other reasons, this research paper presents a proposed algorithm to embed a secret text
in the digital video (STD@video), which is sent over an untrusted network. And one of the mathematical
equations will be adopted in the process of calculating the location of concealment of secret text in the digital
video. There will be selectivity by choosing the frames of digital video suitably which will be used to apply the
embedding process to get a secret message that is difficult to sense with the human eye. The aim of this research
to provide a secret message using a steganography technique with video cover. This message not distorting the
cover of the video and cannot sense by the human eyes. In addition to this, the proposed algorithm follows an
approach to distribute the hidden bits in places that are difficult for the attacker to guess and access without
knowing the extraction algorithm. The algorithm used the distance equation to this purpose. Also, the
appropriate selection of the video frames increased the inability of the attacker to reach the video frames
selected. Furthermore, the hash function was used to provide more security in this study.

 

 

RELATED WORKS

   A digital video is a collection of audios and images. Therefore, a most steganographic technique related to
audios and images can be implemented to video too. Steganography in the video is similar to steganography in
the images apart from data is hidden in each frame of the video. The main advantages of embedding information
in a video are the huge amount of information that can be hidden inside [11]. Thus, any small distortions might
go without noticed by the human eye because of the continuous flow of information. In steganography, the video
cover is then broken down into many frames and the message is embedded inside these frames. The size of the
information does not issue in video steganography because it is embedded inside multiple frames. Although
video steganography can bear the large size of the message. But it is necessary the algorithm selects the best bits
to embed the information on it [12] and [13].
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   In general, there are two types of steganography in the video, the first one in the spatial domain and the second
in the frequency domain. In the spatial domain, this technology directly changes the pixel value of the video
cover to obtain the desired improvement. This method is considered one of the most common methods of
steganography and is called least significant bit (LSB). One of the advantages of this method is that it provides a
high capacity of data embedding. In this method, the video pixel is selected in advance according to an
algorithm, to hide by the LSB so that it cannot be visual by humans. The disadvantage of this method is that it is
easy to extract the secret message and thus the third party (the attacker) can extract the data easily. In order for
this method to be more effective, it requires a high amount of mathematical operations. In addition to
distributing the hidden secret message on the cover video through an algorithm, so that it is difficult for the
attacker to fully access the message. The algorithm that is proposed with this research uses this type of method
[14] and [15].

   Some researchers used LSB the spatial domain to embedding many types of message inside video such as[16]
that suggested algorithm to embed message randomly inside a video by using LSB with a layer of security to
prevent attackers from getting the secret message. It was concluded from the study that the proposed algorithm
was efficient and effective with this technique. Also, [17] proposed a logistic chaos map to choose randomly
pixels of video for embedding messages by using 3-2-2 LSB substitution. The results of this algorithm were
analyzed with the measuring of steganography and it was getting in line with standard steganography results.
Shanthakumari and Malliga [18] suggests an algorithm to hiding message to the video using LSB matching
revisited technique (LSBMR). The region of embedding bits in the video frame was selected depending on the
size of secret message and difference between two sequence pixels. This algorithm used the sharper edge region
to embedding message, this led to lower embedding rate with a larger message data. The result is the higher
visual quality stego-video.

   Suttichaiya and Sombatkiripaiboon [19] offers an algorithm to hide the information inside cover video using
LSB. The algorithm suggested combining a color detection technique to enhance steganography implementation
with higher PSNR. Likewise, Ahmad [20] have proposed an algorithm of video steganography by providing zero
variability for a data message and low computation. The results were compared with other studies and it shows
to enhance PSNR values with the existing technique. Deshmukh and Rahangdale [21] suggests an algorithm to
hide the message in the video using the hash function encryption method and by using the LSB. The results were
acceptable and less distortion. Also, the proposed algorithm provided us with high security through data transfer.

   Aswath et al. [22] the researchers presented a novel algorithm during hiding secret video inside cover video
using LSB. The algorithm used Map frame to hide the secret message by an added frame after each video frame
that indicated into secret message pixel. The results showed double secure than other algorithms. Kelash et al.
[23] suggest hiding message in cover video based on color histogram for cover sequences directly. The pixel in
each video frame divided into two parts. The right part counted the number of pixels in the left part. This
technique succeeds to hide the bigger size of data and extract the data without errors. The previous studies
attempted to hide a message in video using many methods without distortions. But there is still a need to suggest
new techniques to video steganography using effective embedding and extraction algorithms. Therefore, this
study suggests an algorithm to video steganography using 3D distance and hash function coding.

 

 

RELATED MATERIALS

   In this section, we discussed some concepts related to this study. It includes the distance equation and
measuring of video steganography. Also, we justified used these concepts in the study.

 

3D Distance Calculator

   In 3D geometry, the length between two points represented as the distance. The line between these two points is the shortest line
segment that can connect them. Figure 1 shown the 3D space points can be represented by their positions (x, y and z) axes and each of
them perpendicular to each other.

 

Figure 1. The distance between two points in 3D space [24]

 

 

In this study, used the theory of geometry in three dimensions space to hide message into the video. The theory
presented the distance (d) between the two points in 3D space P1(x1, y1, z1) and P2(x2, y2, z2) is given by (1)
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[25], [26].

 

Distance = sqrt ((YLpix1 –YLPix2)2+(CbLPix1-CbLPix2)2 + (CrLPix1-CrLPix2)2)    (1)

 

Applied the formula of 3D distance to find the distance between two pixels for three components (Y, Cb and Cr).
As well, to find the position of the pixel whether saving in even or odd pixel in the proposed algorithm. This
formula increased difficulty of the attacker to access the stego-message and discover the information.

 

Performance measures of video steganography

   To achieve the steganography technique to hide the secret message inside the cover video to prevent the attack from accessing the
hidden message. Therefore, the quality of the original video will be changed, this led to the distortion of the video or some slight
changes. In order to measure and evaluate this distortion, to evaluate the distortion of stego-video in the level of acceptable or not, we
used some statistically measurements have been utilized to this purpose. In this study used mean square error (MSE), peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) and the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index measurements discussed in the following.

 

MSE and PSNR Measurements

   MSE is one of the common measures used to evaluate video steganography distortion. The MSE value of the average of the variation
between the cover video without message bits and cover video with message bits [27]. The MSE value is better for the lowest value.
The equation of MSE is given by (2).

MSE=1MNy=1Mx=1NSi,j-Ci,j2   (2)

 

In the above formula, Si,j= Stego-video, Yi,j= Cover video. The two parameters X and Y indicated the total
numbers of the pixels of video frames for two dimensions [28]. Therefore, MSE is important to measure to
evaluate the quality of stego-video and test its modification rate.

   Also, PSNR is normally expressed in decibels (dB). PSNR value indicates the level of quality for video after
embedding secret message bits. The PSNR formula is in (3).

 

PSNR=10log10C2MaxMSE   (3)

 

PSNR is often expressed in decibels (dB). When PSNR value over 30 dB means that is most similar between
cover video and stego-video. Besides that, it is difficult for human eyes to detect the modification [28], [29].

 

SSIM

   SSIM is a measure recently proposed video fidelity measure that has proved high efficiency for measuring the fidelity of video
signals [30]. It is work on high structure nature scene information using HVS for the highly adaptable nature. SSIM provide visual
quality between the original video and steg-video because, it has the best capability of perceptual quality [31] and [32] . Also, it offers
a perfect estimation of perceived video distortion. Therefore, it is used in this study to select the best video frames that has the
perceptual quality and at the same time used to measure steg-video. The value acceptable of the SSIM is between the range of (0,1),
where is 1 refer to the two frames are identical [33]. SSIM measure can be computed by (4).

SSIMx,y=2mxmy+C12σXY+C2mx2+my2+C1σX2+σY2+C2   (4)

mx,my=mean intensities of cover and stego pixel

σx,σy=mean intensities of cover and stego video block
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Where, C1=0 and C2=0 then SSIM=Q; So, Q becomes a special case of the measure SSIM. Every B blocks of
the video's SSIM is calculated and computed the mean SSIM to determine the evaluation of the all video quality
[34] and [35].

 

Hash Function

   The security is an important attribute of any steganographic algorithm. Because any embedding technique should have a high level of
security to prevent the attacker from accessing the secret message and obtaining it. In this study used hash function technique to
generate positions random to hide the message bits with original video bits to increase the level of security[36]. The hash function
equation represents is in (5).

k=p%n   (5)

Where, k is the position of hiding video frames in LSB

p is the position of each bits in the video frames

n represents the number of bits for LSB

 

   The (STD@video) algorithm used a hash function to generate randomly pixels position to hide bits message in
video frames. The function provides the algorithm with a strong to prevent detection of places to hide bits in the
video by the hacker, which increases the security of the algorithm.

 

 

 

METHOD

   The research methodology for this study consist of two parts: embedding algorithm and extraction algotihm.

 

Embedding Algorithm

   Embedding part is the process the message can be hidden inside the video so that the output is stego-video. The (STD@video)
algorithm for this study that could be summarized as follows:

Step 1: To select the frames from cover video

The idea of this algorithm by selecting the highest amount of color information was selected as the Key

frame. In this circumstance, the frames are considered the best visual quality video frames.

Step 1-1: Transform video to sequence of frames.

Step 1-2: Convert the RGB color layers of the cover video frame into three different components to Y, Cb and Cr
color space by equation (5) to embed the message.

 

YCbCr=0.299 0.587 0.114-0.169 -0.331 0.5000.500 -0.419 -0.081 RGB   (6)

 

Step 1-3: Apply SSIM measuring to the frames by (4) which have the largest value is selected to embed the

message.

Step 2: Find pixels to hide the message by using many steps:

Step 2-1: Take height (H) and width (W) for the video frame.

Step 2-2: Find summation for first two Rows.

Step 2-3: To start with random pixel by using the equation:
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Starting=Summation mod(int)(0.5×sqrtRow+Column)

If Starting<6 then Starting=6 (The condition we starting from sixth line and above)

Step 2-4: Calculate the distance (D) between two pixels by equation (4) for three components (Y, Cb and Cr).

 

Distance = sqrt ((YLpix1 –YLPix2)2+(CbLPix1-CbLPix2)2 + (CrLPix1-CrLPix2)2)   (7)

 

Step 2-5: Find the average (threshold) of summation distances between two components.

Step 2-6:

Ifdistance>averagethresholdthen hide in even pixel in less line bu using LSB distance<average thresholdthen
hide in even pixel in greatest line by using LSBotherwise=average no state

Step3: Embedding process:

Step 3-1: Calculate the length of text of message steganography and convert to 16 bits.

Step 3-2: Convert number frame of largest SSIM and convert to 16 bits.

Step 3-3: Convert Starting value to 16 bits.

Step 3-4: Store length, starting and number frame (48) bits in LSB of odd bytes of Row (4).

Step 3-5: Repeat step (3-4) with rows (5 and 6) with shift 2 and 4.

Step 3-6: Convert text of message steganography to bits.

Step 3-7: In this step, initial store from starting line i.e. (after sixth lines), we take three lines to use
first and second lines to find threshold of distance by (4) and third line to save bits of the iteration of
steganography text for eleven times by subset LSB method between one bit from text steganography with L.S.B.

from (third line).

Step 3-8: Generate the random position to hide the message by LSB in each line in the video frames; we used Hash

Function technique by (5).

 

Extraction Algorithm

   To extract the original message from the stego-video, we need the extraction algorithm, which is in reverse to the steps of the
embedding algorithm. Its inputs were the video of embedding message and its outputs are the original message. The algorithm was
applied to many videos and some of them were presented and discuss the results in the next section of this paper. The following
summary of the steps of the extraction algorithm:

Step 1   :   Transform video to sequence of frames.

Step 2   :   Restore (48) bits by LSB technique from rows (4, 5, and 6) and take bits of repeat max then convert

to length, number frame and starting.

Step 3   :   From Starting location, take three lines to calculate the distance between first and second lines

depend on distance equation (4) and take bits by LSB method of third line.

Step 4   :   Using the hash function equation to find the positions of the pixel that used to hide the message in

the video frames.

Step 4   :   Extract all text of message steganography bits (eleven frequent).

Step 5   :   Select most frequent bits and convert to text of message steganography.

Step 6   :   Display text of message steganography.
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section, we will illustrate some experiments were carried on many videos. The proposed algorithm
tests all frames in videos to select the best frames in each video according to SSIM value to each frame. The
chart in Figure 2 shown examples to four videos experimented in this study, the SSIM values were used to select
the best frames from four videos for this algorithm. We can see the high bars for each video is represents the
highest frames SSIM value and the best value to select. The highest SSIM values of video frames for four
videos, these frames are considered the best five frames in each video that used to hide the message in it. Based
on [31], the SSIM values for this chart between (0.98-0.88) are acceptable.

   The chart showed the best video frames were selected with the highest value SSIM. Thus, these frames
are the best fidelity and high-quality frames in each video. Furthermore, the cover video in this proposed
algorithm converted from RGB to Y, Cb and Cr color space respectively. Figure 3 shows as one video example
from many videos tested in this research, the video frames sequences and converted to Y, Cb and Cr components
images to select the best video frames.

 

 

Figure 2. SSIM values for the Four Video Frames

 

 

Figure 3. Original Video Frame RGB to Y, Cb and Cr Color Space

 

 

   To evaluate any algorithm, need to use suitable measures, in this study we used three measurements; MSE,
PSNR and SSIM. The results are shown in Table 1. Based on [29] PSNR values in the range (58.7-70.3) are
considered acceptable, that means stego-video appear with high-level quality. Figure (4-a) where the chart shows
the results of some of the videos used in the experiment, which are found in Table 1 and classify PSNR values.
Likewise, the MSE values in the range (0.003-0.016) these indicate poorly distortion and noise for stego-video;
as indicated study [29]. Figure (4-b) where the chart displays the results of some of the videos applied in the
experiment, which is found in Table 1 and classify PSNR values. Beside that SSIM values appears on the range
(0.963-0.995) are acceptable too. This finding is consistent with the studies by Jiang et al. [37]. Consequently,
stego-video has fidelity and high efficiency, furthermore, shown in  
Figure (4-c). Also, in Figure (4-d) to compare values between PSNR and SSIM measurements. Which shows the
variation between the two measures in measuring the five frames of the four videos.

 

 

Table 1. The results for (PSNR, MSE, and SSIM) with different text embedding size

Video Name Video Frame Size Text Embedded/Byte MSE PSNR SSIM

Video1

128 ´ 128 25 0.003 70.3 0.995

256 ´ 256 55 0.007 68.9 0.991

512 ´ 512 82 0.011 66.7 0.973

Video2 128 ´ 128 25 0.006 68.5 0.989

256 ´ 256 55 0.008 65.9 0.985
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512 ´ 512 82 0.013 62.6 0.973

Video3

128 ´ 128 25 0.003 70.1 0.994

256 ´ 256 55 0.008 68.5 0.990

512 ´ 512 82 0.012 66.5 0.965

Video4

128 ´ 128 25 0.008 63.9 0.979

256 ´ 256 55 0.013 61.7 0.971

512 ´ 512 82 0.016 58.7 0.963

 

 

Figure 4. Results of stego-video with MSE, PSNR and SSIM

 

 

   The Figure 5 shown two video frames, the original video frame before embedding message and stego-video
frame after embedding. This means that the intruder is difficult for him to distinguish between the stego-video
and the original video, and this is one of the objectives of the proposed algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded
from this figure that the stego-video is high visual quality, fidelity and high efficiency. Despite the difficulty of
the proposed algorithm by the intruder to get to steganography message using the distance equation and the best
selection of the video frames.

Figure 5. Original Video Frame and Steg-Video Frame

 

   

CONCLUSION

   This research was proposed the STD@video algorithm of hiding message bits into a digital video using 3D
distance in the space. The proposed algorithm calculates the 3D distance equations and need many steps,
provided random location pixels in different videos test. However, the algorithm succeeds to extract the stego-
message bits. The technique used the 3D distance equation to increase the strength of the algorithm to resist the
intruder to detect and guess the location of the message in the video frames. Likewise, it used the hash function
and the iteration of steganography bits for eleven times to increase the level of security. Through the proposed
algorithm, the appropriate video frames were selected using a Structural SIMilarity (SSIM), which had a role in
improving the video quality. Furthermore, was increasing the difficulty of the algorithm on the attacker, that is
by selected the different frames in each video. The proposed algorithm evaluated using the mean square error
(MSE) and signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measurements, and the results were acceptable. These mean the less
distortion between two videos. Also, SSIM used to evaluate the fidelity of stego-video with the original video.
The results are stego-video has provided the best capability of perceptual quality. The future work for this study,
the proposed algorithm can be implemented to another media such as audio. Also, the proposed algorithm can be
used with frequency domain.
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